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The connectivity of the brain is continuously adjusted to new environmental influences
by several activity-dependent adaptive processes. The most investigated adaptive
mechanism is activity-dependent functional or synaptic plasticity regulating the
transmission efficacy of existing synapses. Another important but less prominently
discussed adaptive process is structural plasticity, which changes the connectivity by
the formation and deletion of synapses. In this review, we show, based on experimental
evidence, that structural plasticity can be classified similar to synaptic plasticity into two
categories: (i) Hebbian structural plasticity, which leads to an increase (decrease) of the
number of synapses during phases of high (low) neuronal activity and (ii) homeostatic
structural plasticity, which balances these changes by removing and adding synapses.
Furthermore, based on experimental and theoretical insights, we argue that each type
of structural plasticity fulfills a different function. While Hebbian structural changes
enhance memory lifetime, storage capacity, and memory robustness, homeostatic
structural plasticity self-organizes the connectivity of the neural network to assure
stability. However, the link between functional synaptic and structural plasticity as well as
the detailed interactions between Hebbian and homeostatic structural plasticity are more
complex. This implies even richer dynamics requiring further experimental and theoretical
investigations.
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INTRODUCTION
Information from the environment leads to the activation of neural subnetworks in the brain.
The connectivity of these neural subnetworks, i.e., the existence and strength of synapses between
neurons, influences the neuronal activation and, thereby, determines the way environmental
information is processed. Accordingly, the long-term storage of information is related to activity-
dependent (long-lasting) changes in connectivity (Hebb, 1949; Morris et al., 1986; Rioult-Pedotti
et al., 1998; Leuner et al., 2003; Pastalkova et al., 2006;Whitlock et al., 2006; reviewed, e.g., inMartin
et al., 2000; Chklovskii et al., 2004; Dudai, 2004; Hübener and Bonhoeffer, 2010). Basically two
types of activity-dependent mechanisms yield such changes: synaptic or functional plasticity and
structural plasticity. Structural or architectural plasticity determines the formation and removal
of synapses. On the other hand, synaptic or functional plasticity changes the electrochemical
transmission efficacy of synapses by altering, for instance, the receptor configuration of the
postsynaptic site. Note, as we will show, this functional synaptic plasticity is associated with
structural changes at existing synapses (size, postsynaptic density, etc.) and these changes are
sometimes summarized as structural plasticity (Lamprecht and LeDoux, 2004). However, here we
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restrict structural plasticity to changes of the number of synapses
(and of axonal/dendritic trees) and refer the long-term functional
changes at existing synapses as synaptic plasticity.
The alterations of the transmission efficacy by synaptic
plasticity depend on the level of neuronal activation. However,
the mapping between activity level and triggered synaptic
changes is not unique. In general, they are categorized into two
classes: Hebbian and homeostatic synaptic plasticity. Hebbian
synaptic plasticity yields an increase in synaptic efficacy given
high neuronal activities (long-term potentiation; LTP; Bliss and
Lomo, 1973; Lynch et al., 1983; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; see
Feldman, 2009 for a review), while low levels of activity induce a
decrease (long-term depression; LTD; Lynch et al., 1977; Dudek
and Bear, 1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992; see Collingridge
et al., 2010 for a review). Thus, Hebbian synaptic plasticity
basically maps the neuronal activation onto the synaptic efficacies
or rather connectivity (high activity→ stronger connections; low
activity → weaker connections; Hebb, 1949; Bliss and Lomo,
1973; Dudek and Bear, 1992; Kirkwood et al., 1996). These
changes in the connectivity, in turn, influence the neuronal
activities. Along these lines, theoretical studies show (Rochester
et al., 1956; Riedel and Schild, 1992; Gerstner and Kistler,
2002; Kolodziejski et al., 2010) that Hebbian synaptic plasticity
alone induces a positive feedback loop leading to unrestricted
synaptic (and thus neuronal) dynamics. On the other hand,
homeostatic synaptic plasticity, as synaptic scaling (Turrigiano
et al., 1998), act conversely to Hebbian synaptic plasticity. If
neuronal activities are high, synaptic efficacies are decreased,
while, if activities are low, efficacies are increased (high activity
→ weaker connections; low activity → stronger connections;
Turrigiano et al., 1998; Hou et al., 2008, 2011; Ibata et al.,
2008). Thereby, homeostatic synaptic plasticity alone induces a
negative feedback loop and, thus, stabilizes the dynamics. As
several theoretical results indicate (Tetzlaff et al., 2011; Zenke
et al., 2013; Toyoizumi et al., 2014), the combination of both
plasticity processes lead to desired, stable dynamics.
We will argue in this review that, analogous to functional
synaptic plasticity, structural plasticity can also be categorized
into two different classes of activity-dependency: (i) One class
of structural changes maps features of the neuronal activity
onto the connectivity, such that the connectivity is strengthened
with high activity levels and vice versa. These changes will
be referred to as Hebbian structural plasticity (Hebb, 1949;
Helias et al., 2008). (ii) The other class of structural changes
weakens (strengthens) the connectivity given high (low) neuronal
activities and, thus, stabilizes the dynamics. This class is named
homeostatic structural plasticity (Butz et al., 2009).
Note, this classification is phenomenological. Changes in
connectivity (synaptic as well as structural) are not directly
linked to neuronal activity. Neuronal activity initiates such
changes by triggering secondary processes as molecular signaling
cascades, which lead to the corresponding changes. For the
here discussed plasticity processes, these underlying signaling
cascades can have different degrees of similarity, which we will
not consider in detail. The focus of this review is to systematize
the qualitative links between the neuronal activity level and
resulting connectivity changes.
Moreover, we focus on morphological changes of connections
between excitatory neurons only. The dynamics of inhibitory
synapses has been reviewed, for instance, by Vogels et al. (2013)
for inhibitory synaptic plasticity and by Flores and Méndez
(2014) for inhibitory structural plasticity. Further non-synaptic
homeostatic mechanisms stabilizing neural network dynamics
have been reviewed in Turrigiano andNelson (2004), Marder and
Goaillard (2006), or Yin and Yuan (2014).
In the following, as structural and synaptic plasticity are linked
to each other, we first briefly outline the main findings for
synaptic plasticity. Then, we review the morphological changes
of synapses induced by synaptic plasticity and relate these
changes to the dynamics of synapses and, thus, to structural
plasticity. Following this, we summarize the experimental
evidence of activity-dependent structural changes and categorize
these, similar to synaptic plasticity, into the two classes of
Hebbian and homeostatic structural plasticity. We also briefly
review indications of Hebbian and homeostatic processes
occurring during development. Finally, we sort theoretical
investigations studying the dynamics of structural plasticity
by this categorization and, based on their results, arrive at
conclusions about the different functional roles of Hebbian and
homeostatic structural plasticity.
ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT SYNAPTIC
PLASTICITY
The most investigated long-term plasticity in neuronal systems is
synaptic plasticity. This mechanism adapts synaptic efficacies (by,
e.g., altering the number of AMPA receptors at the postsynaptic
site) between neurons dependent on the neuronal activation. One
distinguishes between two different forms of synaptic plasticity:
(i) Hebbian synaptic plasticity and (ii) homeostatic synaptic
plasticity.
(i) Hebbian synaptic plasticity adapts the synaptic efficacies
seconds or minutes after onset of a stimulus-induced
neuronal activation. In general, neuronal activity induces
a calcium influx into the postsynaptic site inducing a
complex molecular cascade which changes, amongst others,
the number of AMPA receptors determining the synaptic
efficacy (Kauer et al., 1988; Muller and Lynch, 1988; Shi
et al., 1999; reviewed, e.g., in Malenka and Bear, 2004).
Many experiments show that a low calcium level (thus
a low neuronal activity level) leads to a decrease of the
number of AMPA receptors (long-term depression: LTD;
Lynch et al., 1977; Dudek and Bear, 1992; Mulkey and
Malenka, 1992; Beattie et al., 2000; see Collingridge et al.,
2010 for a review) while a high calcium level yields an
insertion of new ones resulting in a stronger synaptic efficacy
(long-term potentiation: LTP; Bliss and Lomo, 1973; Lynch
et al., 1983; Malenka et al., 1992; Bliss and Collingridge,
1993; see Feldman, 2009 for a review). Thus, after several
minutes, Hebbian synaptic plasticity maps the strength of
the stimulus onto the strength of the synaptic transmission.
Note, synapses from several input sources connecting to
the same postsynaptic neuron can interact with each other
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yielding cooperative and competitive dynamics (Miller,
1996). Moreover, the change of the synaptic efficacy can
also depend on the relative timing of pre- and postsynaptic
action potentials (spike-timing-dependent plasticity: STDP;
Levy and Steward, 1983; Gerstner et al., 1996; Markram
et al., 1997b; Bi and Poo, 1998; see Markram et al., 2011
for a review), such that also temporal correlations might
be mapped onto the synaptic efficacies. However, as several
theoretical studies indicate, Hebbian synaptic plasticity alone
induces a positive feedback loop leading to unrestricted
growth of the synaptic efficacy (Rochester et al., 1956; Riedel
and Schild, 1992; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Kolodziejski
et al., 2010). In other words, if a stimulus drives the firing of
the postsynaptic neuron, LTP potentiates the corresponding
synaptic efficacy and, by this, induces a stronger input drive
which, in turn, generates more potentiation and so forth.
Thus, Hebbian synaptic plasticity alone would yield unstable,
divergent dynamics of the synaptic efficacies.
(ii) Another process adapting the transmission strength of a
synapse is homeostatic synaptic plasticity. Several different
homeostatic processes dampen the dynamics of neuronal
systems on various levels (Zhang and Linden, 2003;
Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004; Marder and Goaillard, 2006;
Turrigiano, 2011; Yin and Yuan, 2014). Thus, it is reasonable
that homeostatic processes, like synaptic scaling, also adapt
synaptic efficacies (Turrigiano et al., 1998; Hengen et al.,
2013; Keck et al., 2013). Amongst others, this mechanism
depends mainly on the average postsynaptic activity (Ibata
et al., 2008). Here, in contrast to Hebbian synaptic plasticity,
if the neuronal activity is high, the synaptic efficacies are
decreased and, if the activities are low, the efficacies are
increased (Turrigiano et al., 1998; Burrone et al., 2002; Kim
et al., 2012). Hereby, synaptic scaling is unspecific, i.e., it
scales all synapses onto a postsynaptic neuron preserving
relative differences between synaptic efficacies induced by
Hebbian plasticity (Turrigiano, 2008). However, several
experiments indicate (e.g., Turrigiano et al., 1998; Hengen
et al., 2013; Keck et al., 2013, but see also Ibata et al.,
2008) that, compared to Hebbian synaptic plasticity, this
process is much slower (hours to days) which complicates
the analysis of both processes within the same experimental
setup (Vitureira and Goda, 2013). Nevertheless, theoretical
investigations show that synaptic scaling is one way to solve
the problem of unrestricted growth discussed above (Tetzlaff
et al., 2011; Zenke et al., 2013; Toyoizumi et al., 2014). Please
note that there are also other solutions proposed to solve
this problem (von der Malsburg, 1973; Sejnowski, 1977a,b;
Bienenstock et al., 1982; Oja, 1982).
In summary, investigations in the field of synaptic plasticity show
that, at least, two classes of processes adapt synaptic efficacies:
Hebbian synaptic plasticity and homeostatic synaptic plasticity.
Hereby, Hebbian synaptic plasticity maps neuronal activities
onto the synaptic efficacies (high act. → stronger connect.;
low act. → weaker connect.), which are, in turn, stabilized by
homeostatic processes (high act.→ weaker connect.; low act.→
stronger connect.).
ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT STRUCTURAL
PLASTICITY
Activity-dependent structural plasticity basically influences two
different physical substrates: On the one hand, neurites (i.e.,
dendrites and axons) grow and retract dependent on the level
of neuronal activation (Cohan and Kater, 1986; van Huizen and
Romijn, 1987). These growth processes determine the basic shape
of a neuron and its regions of afferent and efferent connections.
On the other hand, synapses (i.e., dendritic spines and axonal
boutons) are continuously formed and deleted. Although an axon
and a dendrite lie close together and the gap could be bridged by
a synapse, the existence of a synapse is not guaranteed (Kalisman
et al., 2005). In fact, the formation and deletion of a synapse
also depend on the neuronal activation of both neurons (see e.g.,
Annis et al., 1994; Nägerl et al., 2007; Kwon and Sabatini, 2011;
Hill and Zito, 2013).
As the majority of cortical synapses resides on dendritic
spines (Yuste, 2010), many studies applied time-lapse imaging
of the dynamics of dendritic spines for analyzing the structural
dynamics or structural plasticity of single synapses. This implies
the problem that the existence of a dendritic spine does not
guarantee the existence of a functional synapse. However, several
experiments provide evidence that, at least after a few hours
after spine formation, new born spines are structurally and
functionally equivalent to mature spines hosting a synapse
(Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Knott et al., 2006; Nägerl et al., 2007;
Zito et al., 2009). Similarly, also the emergence and stabilization
of axonal terminals or boutons seems to involve synapse
formation and maturation (Friedman et al., 2000; Ruthazer et al.,
2006). Thus, the existence of a spine or bouton is a good indicator
for the existence of a functional synapse.
Link between Structural and Synaptic
Plasticity
The dynamics of synapses is determined by the dynamics of
dendritic spines. Accordingly, structural plasticity depends on
the morphology of spines as their sizes and shapes (Nägerl et al.,
2008; Tønnesen et al., 2011, 2014). Experiments indicate that the
volume of a dendritic spine correlates with the synaptic efficacy
of the corresponding synapse (Matsuzaki et al., 2001; Knott et al.,
2006; Zito et al., 2009) which, in turn, is influenced by synaptic
plasticity. Accordingly, stimuli causing long-term potentiation
(LTP) also cause spine enlargements (Fifková and Van Harreveld,
1977; Okamoto et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2008, for a review see
Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2001) while stimuli causing long-term
depression (LTD) induce spine shrinkage (Okamoto et al., 2004;
Zhou et al., 2004; Oh et al., 2013). Hereby, synaptic and structural
changes rely on distinct signaling cascades, which are triggered by
the same signals (Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004). Thus,
blocking synaptic plasticity, for instance, by blocking NMDA-
receptors also prevents changes in the spine volume. Several
experiments indicate that the spine head volume is correlated
to the lifetime or stability of the spine (Grutzendler et al., 2002;
Majewska et al., 2006; Yasumatsu et al., 2008; Loewenstein et al.,
2015). Thus, the spine stability or removal of a synapse is, in turn,
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correlated to the synaptic efficacy of the corresponding synapse,
which also has been directly observed in several experiments
(Holtmaat et al., 2005; Le Bé and Markram, 2006, reviewed, e.g.,
in Kasai et al., 2003). In combination with STDP, this relation
between synaptic weight, spine volume and spine stability could
give rise to a spike-timing-dependent structural plasticity (Helias
et al., 2008; Deger et al., 2012), which still has to be experimentally
verified. Interestingly, the stability of a synapse is also influenced
by the reliability of signal transmission of the synapse (Wiegert
and Oertner, 2013) which is also altered by synaptic plasticity
(Stevens and Wang, 1994). Thus, for Hebbian-like changes,
structural and synaptic plasticity are linked with each other by
the morphology of spines or properties of the synapse (Segal,
2005).
Some evidence indicates a similar link for homeostatic
changes: in vitro (Murthy et al., 2001) and in vivo (Keck et al.,
2013) studies show that changes of the spine volume also go
along with the activity-dependent homeostatic scaling of synaptic
efficacies. Given the aforementioned correlation between spine
volume and spine stability, we expect that structural plasticity is
also linked to homeostatic synaptic plasticity.
In the following, we will summarize experimental results
indicating the different aspects of activity-dependent structural
plasticity in more detail. We will classify these aspects according
to Hebbian (high act. → stronger connect.; low act. → weaker
connect.) and homeostatic (high act.→weaker connect.; low act.
→ stronger connect.) structural plasticity in adult networks. In
addition, we will show that many of these experiments support
the here discussed link between synaptic and structural plasticity.
We will also provide a brief survey of structural dynamics during
development. Finally, we will discuss experimental evidence of
the interaction of Hebbian and homeostatic structural plasticity
in the same neural system.
Evidence for Hebbian Structural Plasticity
LTP-Stimuli
The induction of LTP by a strong neuronal activation is mainly
associated with the increase of the synaptic efficacy (e.g., number
of AMPA receptors) of existing synapses (Malenka and Bear,
2004; Feldman, 2009). However, already in the 1980s first studies
(Lee et al., 1980; Chang and Greenough, 1984) indicate that
15–20 min after applying the strong stimulus the number of
synapses is enhanced, too. In addition, one also observes an
increase in the number of filopodia (Lee et al., 1980; Chang
and Greenough, 1984), which seem to be the precursors of
dendritic spines (Ziv and Smith, 1996). Accordingly, about
30 min after stimulation, an increased number of dendritic
spines can be observed (Moser et al., 1994; Trommald et al.,
1996; Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999, but see also Desmond
and Levy, 1990). The strength of the effect and the detailed
timescale, however, depend strongly on the used tissue and
preparation method (Sorra and Harris, 1998; Dunaevsky et al.,
1999; Kirov et al., 1999; Bourne et al., 2007; Bourne and
Harris, 2011), but most studies report timescales between 5 and
30 min.
This increase in the number of spines after an LTP-stimulus
provides further support for an interaction between Hebbian
synaptic plasticity and Hebbian structural plasticity: A strong
neuronal activation will induce an increase in synaptic efficacies
or rather in the spine volumes implying the stabilization of
these enlarged dendritic spines. Given a continuous formation
of new spines, this also implies that the new and small spines,
which would be pruned without stimulation, will be enlarged
and stabilized by synaptic plasticity. Together with the already
existing (and further stabilized) spines, the stabilization of new
spines by the strong stimulus would lead to an increase of
the the number of spines as observed experimentally. For
this, the rate of forming new spines could be independent
of the neuronal activity and stay constant. This potential
explanation of the increase in spine number is supported
by a recent study demonstrating that LTP stabilizes nascent
spines (Hill and Zito, 2013). Accordingly, blocking the signals
inducing LTP (by blocking the NMDA-channels) also prevents
the increase in the number of dendritic spines and also of
axonal boutons (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Maletic-Savatic
et al., 1999; Toni et al., 1999; Nikonenko et al., 2003).
Thus, the dynamics of dendritic spines can be explained by
the link between Hebbian structural plasticity and synaptic
plasticity.
Note, although an increase of the number of spines could be
explained by assuming a constant rate of forming new spines,
the LTP-dependent appearance of more filopodia (Lee et al.,
1980; Chang and Greenough, 1984; Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999)
suggests that the formation rate changes, too. Thus, further
experiments are required to clarify whether the formation rate
of dendritic spines (and also of axonal boutons) stays constant or
whether it is adapted by the level of neuronal activity.
Also at the presynaptic neuron an LTP-inducing stimulus
triggers a structural remodeling: the number of axonal boutons
increases. This effect arises already 15 min after the stimulation
(Nikonenko et al., 2003; Ninan et al., 2006). The fact, that
both the numbers of dendritic spines and of axonal boutons
are enhanced, suggests that new synapses are formed by
these new elements. In addition, recent findings indicate also
an LTP-dependent increase in the probability that a bouton
hosts one or more functional synapses (Medvedev et al.,
2014). Thus, newly formed spines have a very high chance of
connecting to a new or old bouton and, hence, forming a new
synapse.
LTD-Stimuli
A link between the dynamics of Hebbian structural plasticity
and LTD-inducing stimuli has been established, too. Several
experimental studies show that the induction of an LTD-stimulus
(low frequency) yields a separation of pre- and postsynaptic
terminals (Bastrikova et al., 2008) and a loss of dendritic spines
(Nägerl et al., 2004; Wiegert and Oertner, 2013). Thus, similar to
the dynamics triggered by an LTP-stimulus, due to the induction
of a low frequency stimulation, the synaptic efficacy is decreased,
spines shrink and decrease their stability, and the removal
rates of dendritic spines are increased (Segal, 2005). This is
supported by experiments showing that the prevention of LTD by
blocking NMDA-channels impedes the structural effects (Nägerl
et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2013). Thus, also these results indicate
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that structural plasticity is linked to synaptic plasticity which
influences the stability of the corresponding dendritic spines.
The timescale of spine shrinkage and removal seems to depend
on the experimental conditions: some experiments report spine
shrinkage after about 20 min of LTD-induction (Oh et al., 2013)
while other studies report no significant changes in spine volume
or stability up to 30 min after the induction of LTD (Wiegert
and Oertner, 2013). Like for LTP-induced dynamics, also the
presynaptic site is also influenced by a low level of activation as
it increases the turnover of axonal boutons (Paola et al., 2006;
Stettler et al., 2006) resulting in a loss of synapses (Becker et al.,
2008).
In summary, stimulation protocols inducingHebbian synaptic
plasticity change the stability and number of synapses. A strong
activation induces the formation of more synapses while a low
activation induces a loss of synapses. These variations in the
number of synapses seem to depend on changes in the stability
of the corresponding dendritic spines and axonal boutons
correlated to the actual synaptic efficacy adapted by Hebbian
synaptic plasticity. However, it is still not clear whether the rate of
newly formed spines and boutons is changed, too. Furthermore,
the data about the dynamics induced by LTD-stimuli are less
comprehensive than the data for LTP-stimuli.
Most of the above discussed structural dynamics happens on
a timescale of the order of several minutes to one hour. On
this timescale the dendritic trees and axons hosting spines and
boutons remain quite stable (Ziv and Smith, 1996; Grutzendler
et al., 2002; Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2006; Paola et al.,
2006; Stettler et al., 2006). Hence, fast Hebbian changes of the
network structure must be mainly implemented by the growth or
removal of dendritic spines. On slower timescales, also changes of
the dendrites and axons take place. However, as we will discuss in
the following, such changes are mainly triggered by homeostatic
processes.
Evidence for Homeostatic Plasticity
As already mentioned above, the connectivity of neural networks
is not only adapted by Hebbian-like changes. Similar to synaptic
plasticity, also structural changes show homeostatic dynamics,
i.e., a decrease of connectivity with high neuronal activities
and an increase with low activities. Typically, these homeostatic
dynamics are observed under chronically altered conditions of
neuronal activity and, thus, also at slower timescales. In general,
the resulting structural changes seem to counterbalance the
altered conditions and, thereby, regulate the activity back to
an intermediate level (for a complete review of homeostatic
structural processes see Butz et al., 2009). Like Hebbian structural
plasticity, homeostatic structural changes are determined by the
dynamics of dendritic spines and axonal boutons. However,
under extreme conditions, as in epilepsy or after lesions, also
changes of the dendritic and axonal trees are observed.
Already in the year 1978, Wolff et al. (1978) observed
in vivo the growth of protrusions and thickenings on the
dendritic tree after decreasing neuronal activity. For this, they
applied the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA for 3–7 days.
Further studies verified that chronic blockage of neuronal
activity can yield an increase in the number of spines after
approximately 8 h (Dalva et al., 1994; Rocha and Sur, 1995;
McAllister et al., 1996; Kirov and Harris, 1999) indicating a
slower timescale for homeostatic structural changes as compared
to Hebbian ones. Hereby, already the blockage of NMDA
channels leads to an increase in spine number (Yu et al.,
2013; Chen et al., 2015) or prevents spine elimination (Bock
and Braun, 1999). Note that during development blocking
activity or NMDA receptors can show the opposite effect
(Annis et al., 1994; Collin et al., 1997). However, the newly
formed spines often host silent synapses needing synaptic
plasticity to be converted to functional synapses (Nakayama
et al., 2005). On the other hand, persistent depolarization of
neurons leads to a loss of dendritic spines (Müller et al., 1993;
Drakew et al., 1996). Already the application of high levels
of NMDA induces a spine loss by the destabilization of the
spine actin scaffold (Halpain et al., 1998). Thus, the number
of spines is adapted in an activity-dependent homeostatic
manner.
Furthermore, the changes in the number of spines also depend
on the calcium level (Kirov and Harris, 1999; Kirov et al.,
2004; Tian et al., 2010). Accordingly, it has been proposed
that dendritic spines follow a calcium-dependent homeostasis
(Segal et al., 2000). As the postsynaptic calcium level is largely
influenced by neuronal activity (Spruston et al., 1995; Helmchen
et al., 1996; reviewed, e.g., in Higley and Sabatini, 2008), the
calcium-dependent homeostasis could, in turn, imply an activity-
dependent homeostasis as described above. However, the detailed
relation between calcium, activity, and spine dynamics is more
complex, as the calcium level is also regulated by other signals as
neurotrophins (Stoop and Poo, 1996) or cell adhesion molecules
(Bixby et al., 1994). Furthermore, in contrast to the postsynaptic
activity, calcium is a local signal allowing different dynamics
at different branches of the dendritic tree. Accordingly, by
comparing different branches of the same dendrite, where each
branch receives stimuli from other brain regions, such different
spine dynamics are observed (Mattson, 1988; Bravin et al., 1999;
Lohmann et al., 2005; Deller et al., 2006; Vuksic et al., 2011,
see also Yu and Goda, 2009; Vlachos et al., 2012a, 2013 for
evidence on local homeostasis of synaptic efficacies). However,
in summary, these experiments indicate that the number of
spines or synapses is adapted by activity-dependent homeostatic
structural plasticity.
Evidence from Networks in Extreme Situations
Further evidence for homeostatic dynamics are obtained in more
complex settings which we summarize in the following. Note that
under these conditions dynamics of dendritic and axonal trees are
observed, too.
For example, homeostatic regulation of connectivity is found
in animal models of epilepsy. Epileptic seizures are network states
of high and synchronous activity. Given a homeostatic dynamic,
this would lead to a decrease in the number of spines which,
indeed, was found in animal models of epilepsy (Scheibel et al.,
1974; Paul and Scheibel, 1986; Geinisman et al., 1990; Isokawa
and Levesque, 1991; Isokawa, 1998). These changes are likely
signs of structural plasticity rather than mere damages by the
epileptic seizures, as the number of spines recovers after several
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days without seizures (Müller et al., 1993; Isokawa, 1998). The
spine loss is only visible at least 5 h after the seizure (Mizrahi
et al., 2004), which implies that, also under these conditions,
the timescale of homeostatic structural plasticity is typically
slower than for Hebbian structural plasticity described above.
Interestingly, after several days with reoccurring seizures also
changes of the neuronal morphology, like retraction of dendritic
branches, are measured (Colling et al., 1996; Jiang et al., 1998).
In contrast to the elevated activities during epilepsy,
phenomena like strokes, lesions, or deprivations typically lead
to lowered activity levels in a group of neurons. For instance,
for deprived neurons a homeostatic dynamic would increase the
number of spines. Indeed, experiments show that, after 4 days of
monocular deprivation, the number of newly formed spines in
the binocular cortex of adult mice doubles compared to control
conditions (Hofer et al., 2009). Interestingly, a second phase
of monocular deprivation at the same eye does not lead to an
increased formation of new spines. Now, the synaptic efficacies
of spines formed during the first phase are strengthened by
(presumably homeostatic) synaptic plasticity counterbalancing
the lost input (Hofer et al., 2009). These findings support the link
between (homeostatic) structural and synaptic plasticity.
However, as shown by Keck et al. (2008), also smaller
interferences, like small lesions of the retina, lead to more new
spines (in the lesion projection zone in the visual cortex). In
this experiment, although more new spines are formed, the
spine density is comparable to control conditions after 3 days.
Another experiment shows that trimming the whiskers of rats
leads to an increased number of spines and an outgrowth of
dendritic trees in the input-receiving layer in the barrel cortex
(Vees et al., 1998; other layers might be affected differently,
see Chen et al., 2015). Along this line, one observes massive
reorientation of the dendritic trees of adult rats after whisker
removal, while the system regains the pre-removal dendritic
lengths and spine densities (Tailby et al., 2005). Note, however,
already the retraction of dendrites from denervated areas can
increase the exitability of neurons, such that activity-homeostasis
can be reached without regaining the pre-lesion dendritic length
(Platschek et al., 2016).
Interestingly, not only the dendrites of the neurons with
lesioned afferents, but also axons of neighboring neurons
contribute to regain homeostasis. Although these neighboring
neurons are not directly affected by the lesions, they can also be
expected to experience altered activity levels. This triggers, after
a few days, the growth of axons from the neighboring neurons
toward the deprived region (Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1994;
Yamahachi et al., 2009;Marik et al., 2010). Furthermore, damaged
axons can grow out and form new synapses, similar to growth
dynamics during development (Canty et al., 2013). In summary,
we find that lesions trigger the formation of new spines and the
outgrowth of dendrites, which, together with new innervation
from neighboring neurons, presumably form new synapses and
restore the activity level.
Thus, very high or low activity levels occurring in extreme
situations like epilepsy, lesions, or stroke are counterbalanced
by structural changes on the timescale of several hours to days,
thereby, contributing to activity-dependent homeostasis.
Activity-Dependent Structural Plasticity
during Development
As already mentioned above, apart from networks in extreme
situations, many experiments in adult networks observe very
small or no changes of the axonal or dendritic arborization.
This is different during the development of neural networks,
when these dendritic and axonal trees are formed. Interestingly,
also during this phase activity-dependent structural processes
contribute to the network dynamics. In the following we will
briefly discuss these experiments.
Homeostatic Structural Changes during Development
Single, isolated neurons in culture typically start growing axons
and dendrites. This initial process could already be a homeostatic
mechanism, as such neurons typically exhibit only weak activities
(Kater et al., 1989). The further outgrowth of neurites also
seems to be homeostatically regulated: On the one hand, the
application of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA, which
normally decreases activity, triggers an increased outgrowth
(Mattson and Kater, 1989). On the other hand, excitatory
neurotransmitters as glutamate (but not NMDA, see Mattson
et al., 1988), which normally yield an increased activity, induce
the degeneration of the dendritic structures (Haydon et al., 1984,
1987; Mattson, 1988; Mattson et al., 1988; Mattson and Kater,
1989). The strength of this effect is dose-dependent (Mattson
et al., 1988). Note, during early developmental phases, GABA
is an excitatory neurotransmitter (Barker et al., 1998; Ben-
Ari, 2002). Still, in the above studies GABA shows the inverse
effect of the excitatory neurotransmitters. Furthermore, in these
experiments, changes in the axonal dynamics are initiated only at
very high doses and lead to a retraction of the axon.
Further experiments targeted downstream signals of these
neurotransmitters. Also here, several indications show that
especially the postsynaptic calcium level seems to trigger
dendritic changes: on a slower timescale, an increased level
of calcium induces a retraction of dendrites while a decrease
of calcium leads to an outgrowth of dendrites (Mattson and
Kater, 1987, for a similar effect for CaMKII see Wu and
Cline, 1998). These dynamics are summarized in the calcium-
dependent homeostasis hypothesis for dendrites (Kater et al.,
1989; Lipton and Kater, 1989). Furthermore, recent experiment
suggest that also the dynamics of filopodia are regulated
dependent on local calcium currents (Lohmann et al., 2005).
As discussed above, the calcium level is mainly influenced by
the neuronal activity. Therefore, we suppose that the calcium-
dependent homeostasis hypothesis implies an activity-dependent
homeostasis, i.e., neurons grow and retract their dendrites to find
an optimal level of input which, in turn, assures amedium activity
level. This hypothesis is supported by experiments showing
that increased activity, due to electrical stimulation, prevents
dendritic outgrowth (Cohan and Kater, 1986; Fields et al.,
1990 but see Garyantes and Regehr, 1992), whereas blocking
activity yields enhanced growth of dendrites (van Huizen and
Romijn, 1987; Fields et al., 1990). Note, these experiments
demonstrate a relation between activity and the dendritic
outgrowth describing only the potential connectivity between
neurons and not the realized connectivity between neurons.
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Whether this also yields the formation of more functional
synapses remains unclear.
Further evidence for homeostatic structural changes during
development are coming from experiments analyzing the time
course of the developmental process of neuronal networks.
During development, neural networks evolve from an initial
unconnected state to a connected matured state. Initially,
neurons have very low activities (Ramakers et al., 1990;
Chiappalone et al., 2006; Wagenaar et al., 2006), which could
trigger the outgrowth of neurites and formation of synapses
in a homeostatic manner (van Ooyen, 2011). Before reaching
the matured state, neural networks typically pass through a
phase of extreme build up of synapses followed by a phase of
synapse pruning (so-called overshoot)—dependent on the level
of neuronal activity (Feldman and Dowd, 1975; Huttenlocher
et al., 1982; Huttenlocher, 1984; van Huizen et al., 1985, 1987;
van Huizen and Romijn, 1987; van Pelt et al., 1996; Bock and
Braun, 1999; Hua and Smith, 2004; Zuo et al., 2005a,b). Such an
overshoot in synapse number is typical for neural networks with
homeostatically regulated connectivity (van Ooyen, 2003, 2011).
Hebbian Structural Changes during Development
During development some structural changes of axonal and
dendritic trees also show Hebbian-like dynamics as described in
the following: Neurites grow by constantly adding and removing
branches (Wu and Cline, 1998; Sin et al., 2002; Wong and Ghosh,
2002; Portera-Cailliau et al., 2003). Hereby, only a few branches
become stable and form the axonal or dendritic tree, while others
are removed on the timescale of minutes to hours (Wu and Cline,
1998). Thereby, the activation of receptors and local calcium
transients are necessary to stabilize and maintain dendritic
branches (Lohmann et al., 2002; Vaillant et al., 2002; Hutchins
and Kalil, 2008). Accordingly, in animals experiencing four
hours of increased neuronal activity due to visual stimulation,
one observes significantly more stabilized dendritic branches as
compared to animals left in the dark (Sin et al., 2002). Similarly,
the blockage of neuronal activities yields much less complex
dendritic trees (Groc et al., 2002).
Interestingly, the stabilization of dendritic and axonal
branches also depends on the connectivity, more precisely,
on the existence and maturation of synaptic contacts on the
branch (Haas et al., 2006; Ruthazer et al., 2006). As shown
above, in adult networks, the activity-stability relationship of
synapses implements Hebbian changes in connectivity. Thus, if
the dynamics underlying the stabilization of synaptic contacts are
similar during development and in adult networks, the activity-
dependent stabilization of spines and, therefore, of branches
would indicate a Hebbian-component of the growth of dendritic
trees.
EVIDENCE FOR THE INTERACTION OF
HEBBIAN AND HOMEOSTATIC
STRUCTURAL PLASTICITY
As we discussed above, for adult networks, the alteration in
neuronal activity causes two different directions of structural
changes (see Figure 1). On a fast timescale (minutes to hours)
the number of dendritic spines goes along with the change
in neuronal activity in a Hebbian manner. On a typically
slower timescale (hours to days), the dynamics of dendrites and
dendritic spines homeostatically counterbalance the change in
activity and regulate it back to an intermediate target regime.
Obviously, in experiments, chronic changes in neuronal activity
should trigger both processes which, then, interact with each
other. With these two mechanisms and their typically different
timescales at hand, in the following, we will discuss direct
conclusions about the dynamics of structural changes during a
period of altered activity.
For example, when neurons start to receive reduced or LTD-
inducing inputs, the corresponding synapses will be depressed
and, therefore, more likely to be removed due to Hebbian
structural plasticity—the spine density is reduced (Figure 1,
bottom center). Later on, due to the reduced activity of the
neuron, homeostatic structural plasticity yields the formation of
new synapses—the spine density will increase (Figure 1, bottom
right). Note, as the homeostatic changes are unspecific, very likely
these new synapses connect to other, more active inputs. Thus,
when the neural network has again reached its homeostatic level
and assuming that the synaptic efficacies are, on the long run,
similar to those before the activity alteration, the spine density is
probably at the same level as before receiving the LTD-inducing
inputs. Thus, as a direct consequence from the interaction of
Hebbian and homeostatic structural plasticity in the same neural
network, we expect in general a transient decrease in the spine
density.
Such transient changes have been observed already in the
1970s (Parnavelas et al., 1974; Goldowitz et al., 1979). In
these studies, the transsection of afferent hippocampal axons
yields a strong decrease in spine density around 4 days after
deafferentiation and a restoration of the initial spine density after
10–50 days (Parnavelas et al., 1974; Goldowitz et al., 1979; Vuksic
et al., 2011). Strikingly, this transient change in spine density does
not result from changes in the spine formation rate, but rather
from changing the elimination rate or the stability of the spines
(Vlachos et al., 2012b). Similarly, one observes changes in the
spine elimination rate in barrel cortex after whisker trimming
also leading to a transient decrease of the spine density (Zuo et al.,
2005a; Miquelajauregui et al., 2015).
These results are consistent with the correlation between
spine stability, spine volume, and synaptic efficacy governing the
interaction of synaptic and structural plasticity: First, Hebbian
synaptic plasticity would decrease the efficacies and the stability
of spines, such that their density decreases. Later, synaptic
scaling would scale up the synaptic efficacies of both old
and new synapses and, thereby, stabilizes them and increases
spine density. Interestingly, at the same time, Hebbian synaptic
plasticity can induce competitive effects between newly formed
and up-scaled preexisting spines, which destabilizes the newly
formed synapses and, thereby, protracts the recovery of the
system (Vlachos et al., 2013).
On the other side, paradigms which supposedly trigger
higher neural activities, such as motor learning or an enriched
environment, have been demonstrated to elicit a transient
increase in the number of spines after 2–3 days of stimulation.
After 7 days the number of spines reaches control level again
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FIGURE 1 | Summary of experimental findings. On the one hand, neural systems, which experience high activities, quickly form new spines and strengthen old
ones (Hebbian changes). If high activities persist for longer time, spines are removed and dendrites start to retract. This reduces the input and drives the postsynaptic
activities back to lower levels (homeostatic changes). On the other hand, low activities lead to spine removal and shrinkage. On the long run, however, new spines are
created and dendrites start growing out such that the neurons acquire more inputs and increase their activity levels. Thus, structural plasticity shows Hebbian-type
changes and homeostatic changes.
(Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009, see Figure 1, upper row).
Also during these experiments, the number of new filopodia
remains constant, which suggest a constant formation rate
of new spines. Interestingly, the repeated training selectively
stabilizes mainly the newly formed spines, while the stability of
preexisting spines drops (Xu et al., 2009). Also for these types of
experiments the interaction of structural and synaptic plasticity
provides a potential explanation for the observed dynamics.
We expect that Hebbian synaptic plasticity leads to a selective
potentiation and, thus, a stabilization of the synapses which
are important for learning (especially the ones hosted by newly
formed spines, which are important for the task performance,
see Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009). This, in turn, leads to an
increased spine number and higher neuronal activities. In the
long run, this increased activity triggers unspecific homeostatic
synaptic plasticity decreasing the stability of synapses and
inducing their pruning. Remarkably, in experiments, when
training is stopped earlier, the newly formed spines are less
stable than the preexisting ones (Xu et al., 2009). Following our
reasoning, this could imply that learning was not long enough
to trigger sufficient potentiation to stabilize the newly formed
synapses.
The interaction of Hebbian and homeostatic mechanisms
could also be used to explain a detailed EM-study conducted by
Bourne and Harris (2011). This study shows that, 5–30 min after
a typically LTP-inducing tetanic burst stimulation, a transient
increase in the number of stubby spines, shaft synapses, and
nonsynaptic protrusions can be observed. However, already after
2 h these structures are not present anymore. In addition,
the number of small spines is decreased compared to pre-
stimulation, whereas the postsynaptic densities of all remaining
spines have been enlarged such that the PSD (postsynaptic
density) area per micrometer dendrite is the same as for
controls (Bourne and Harris, 2011). This suggests a strong
and, possibly, fast homeostatic mechanism (the authors argue
for a resource homeostasis of the polyribosomes which are
used for spine creation and enlargement). Thus, probably a
group of synapses is selectively stabilized by Hebbian synaptic
plasticity increasing neuronal activity. At the same time,
homeostatic synaptic and structural plasticity counterbalance
these changes and decrease the stability of all synapses leading
to the removal of small, unpotentiated synapses. These dynamics
are similar to the dynamics during motor learning described
above.
These examples demonstrate that Hebbian and homeostatic as
well as synaptic and structural plasticity are strongly interweaved
and jointly adapt the connectivity of the neural network
according to alterations in neuronal activity. To understand these
complex interactions in more detail, further experiments are
needed. However, to assess also the general principles, theoretical
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networkmodels are required. In the following, we will discuss the
state of the art of theoretical models of structural plasticity.
THEORETICAL MODELS OF STRUCTURAL
PLASTICITY
In this section, we will summarize theoretical and computational
studies analyzing the dynamics and functional consequences of
structural plasticity. As models of structural plasticity basically
adapt the connectivity, they enable predictions about properties
of the connectivity in neural networks. These properties range
from statistical (e.g., the statistics of subnetwork structures
(motifs) or the probability distribution of the number of synapses
between two neurons) to graph theoretical features (e.g., small-
worldness or shortest path lengths) which can be compared
to biological data. Many studies also investigate functional
consequences of structural plasticity as, for instance, the influence
on the storage capacity or the ability to classify different inputs.
The majority of studies focuses on either Hebbian or homeostatic
structural plasticity, however, at the end of this section, we will
provide an overview of the few studies combining both processes
of structural plasticity.
Hebbian Structural Plasticity
As discussed above, Hebbian structural plasticity is mainly
realized by the dynamics of dendritic spines. Thus, models of
Hebbian structural plasticity typically describe the dynamics
of dendritic spines. Synapses in these models appear and
disappear at predefined potential synaptic locations with certain
probabilities influenced by neuronal activities, synaptic efficacies
and/or other hidden variables. As activities and efficacies depend
on synaptic plasticity, Hebbian structural plasticity and Hebbian
synaptic plasticity are strongly interconnected and the majority
of models of Hebbian structural plasticity also incorporate
the dynamics of Hebbian synaptic plasticity and some even
homeostatic synaptic plasticity.
The simplest neural network to study the influence of Hebbian
structural plasticity on the network’s dynamics and connectivity
is a postsynaptic neuron receiving input from one presynaptic
neuron. Several experiments show that the connectivity between
such pairs of neurons (the probability distribution of the number
of synapses) is non-trivial (Markram et al., 1997a; Feldmeyer
et al., 1999, 2002, 2006; Hardingham et al., 2010): these neurons
are either unconnected (no synapse) or connected by multiple
synapses (four to five synapses). This finding does not depend
on the detailed anatomy of neurons, as the number of potential
synapse location is much higher than the number of realized
synapses (Fares and Stepanyants, 2009). However, as theoretical
models show (Deger et al., 2012; Fauth et al., 2015b), Hebbian
structural plasticity yields the formation of such multi-synaptic
connections in a broad range of activity levels. By changing the
activity level, the number of synapses between the neurons can
be adjusted providing a way to change connectivity and, thus,
store information in an activity-dependent manner (Fauth et al.,
2015a,b). Furthermore, although the storage capacity per synapse
is decreased, information, stored in such structures, can persist
for timescales much longer than the lifetime of a single synapse,
as the storage is collectively implemented by all synapses and does
not rely on the existence of single ones (Fauth et al., 2015a).
Instead of considering a system consisting of one postsynaptic
neuron, which receives inputs from one presynaptic neuron
by multiple synapses, other studies considered a slightly more
complex system: a postsynaptic neuron receiving inputs from
several presynaptic neurons (note that in this system each
presynaptic neuron is considered to be connected by only
one synapse to the postsynaptic neuron). Here, the stability
of synapses depends on the activity-dependent calcium influx;
a high calcium influx causes stabilization of synapses and
a low influx implies destabilization of synapses. Similar, as
for the multi-synaptic connections, high neuronal activities
lead to a stabilization of all synapses (Helias et al., 2008).
However, for intermediate activity levels only correlated inputs
are stabilized. Thus, the information stored in the connectivity
could also be the information about the correlations between
different inputs (Helias et al., 2008). In addition, synapses
from uncorrelated inputs are pruned or deleted and lose their
(noisy) influence on the postsynaptic neuron (Helias et al.,
2008). Thus, Hebbian structural plasticity might help to prune
synapses which are unimportant for the dynamics of the neural
network.
Accordingly, also in more complex and biologically more
reasonable systems, as large recurrent networks (Bourjaily and
Miller, 2011; Zheng et al., 2013; Miner and Triesch, 2016),
synaptic pruning preferentially removes synapses which only
weakly contribute to synaptic transmission. These models
use synaptic plasticity rules which typically yield a bimodal
distribution of the electrical transmission efficacies with many
efficacies close to zero. In combination with synaptic pruning,
however, synapses with small efficacies are removed leading to
the emergence of a unimodal distribution as observed in the
cortex (Song et al., 2005). Accordingly, the continuous pruning
and creation of synapses can also be interpreted as a process
of stochastic inference, in which the network continuously tests
and evaluates the “usefulness” of synapses to process or represent
external stimuli (Kappel et al., 2015). Thus, synaptic pruning
might minimize the resources for synaptic maintenance while
preserving important dynamics.
Further advantages of pruning or deletion of uncorrelated
or unimportant synapses have been revealed for simpler
feedforward neuronal networks, which are typically used to study
associative memory: the storage capacity of these networks is
increased (Knoblauch et al., 2009, 2014). Considering a Willshaw
or Hopfield network (Willshaw et al., 1969; Hopfield, 1982),
the deletion of the weak or unimportant synapses increases
the storage capacity per synapse without perturbing the stored
patterns (Knoblauch et al., 2009). Furthermore, pruning prevents
the occurrence of catastrophic forgetting and could explain
phenomena as retrograde amnesia or the difference between
spaced- and block-learning (Knoblauch, 2009; Knoblauch et al.,
2014). Intuitively, the increase in storage capacity per synapse
contradicts the finding of multi-synaptic connections described
above (Deger et al., 2012; Fauth et al., 2015b). However, the
influence of multi-synaptic connections on memory has to be
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further investigated as models at the network level are so far
missing.
So far, theoretical studies of structural plasticity in recurrent
networks mostly investigated storage capacity and compared the
properties of the resulting connectivity with the properties of
biological measured connectivities as, for instance, the statistics
of the so-called motifs (Milo et al., 2002), i.e., configurations
of the connectivity in small subnetworks. In cortical networks,
groups of strongly connected neurons show an increased
appearance (compared to random networks; Markram et al.,
1997a; Feldmeyer et al., 1999; Song et al., 2005; Perin et al.,
2011). As groups of strongly connected neurons typically
show strongly correlated activities, which, in turn lead to
stabilization of the corresponding connections, this increased
appearance is naturally reproduced by Hebbian structural
plasticity interacting with synaptic plasticity (Bourjaily and
Miller, 2011; Miner and Triesch, 2016, but see also Zheng and
Triesch, 2014). Remarkably, with the formation of more strongly
connected subgroups of neurons the network’s performance in
discriminating different inputs increases (Bourjaily and Miller,
2011).
In summary, these results show that Hebbian structural
plasticity improves several properties of neural networks
compared to networks adapted only by synaptic plasticity.
Especially, the storage of memories is improved in storage
lifetime, capacity, and noise robustness. Furthermore, perhaps
related to these improvements in memory storage, also the
ability to discriminate inputs is enhanced. However, further
investigations are needed to understand the influence of Hebbian
structural plasticity on the dynamics of neural networks.
Homeostatic Structural Plasticity
As already described above, homeostatic structural plasticity
adapts dendrites and axons dependent on the neuronal activity
to reach and sustain an intermediate activity regime (Butz et al.,
2009). The slow timescale of homeostatic structural plasticity
implies that its influences are basically observed after long
durations, as during development, or in networks under extreme
activity conditions as after lesions. Thus, also theoretical models
investigating the dynamics of homeostatic structural plasticity
concentrate mainly on these two paradigms.
During the development of a neural network from a naive
initial state to a matured network, it passes through an overshoot
phase of building up many synapses followed by a pruning
phase until the network settles in the ground state (van Huizen
et al., 1985, 1987; van Huizen and Romijn, 1987; van Ooyen,
2003, 2011). Such dynamics are already seen in a pure excitatory
network model governed by homeostatic structural plasticity
without the differentiation between axons and dendrites (van
Ooyen and van Pelt, 1994). Introducing also inhibition further
pronounces this overshoot effect and can lead to oscillatory and
bursting neuronal activities (van Ooyen et al., 1995; van Ooyen
and van Pelt, 1996). Assuming different homeostatic dynamics
for axons and dendrites results in even more complex activity
dynamics matching cell culture data (Tetzlaff et al., 2010). The
resulting network state is the so-called critical state which is
predestined for maintaining stability (Bak et al., 1987; Bak,
1996). Thus, the complex interactions between all these different
homeostatic processes are important to bring the whole system
into a stable state showing dynamics matching experimental data.
All of these developmental models consider the dynamics
of axons and dendrites. However, as described above, also the
dynamics of dendritic spines and axonal boutons are determined
by homeostatic structural plasticity. Theoretical network models
from the 1980s (Dammasch et al., 1986, 1988; Cromme and
Dammasch, 1989) already showed that also such detailed models
of homeostatic structural plasticity self-organize to reach a
desired activity regime. Again, the resulting system is quite stable
such that even the insertion of new neurons (by, for instance,
neurogenesis in the hippocampus) does not perturb the global
network state (Butz et al., 2008). Furthermore, by introducing
a distance-dependency for forming new synapses, the network
develops into a small-world network (Butz et al., 2014b).
The dynamics of these models can also be compared to in
vivo measurements after input lesions or stroke-induced lesions
(Butz et al., 2009; Butz and van Ooyen, 2013; Butz et al.,
2014a). Interestingly, this comparison between in vivo and model
dynamics enables conclusions on the activity-dependency of
the different homeostatic processes. For instance, after a retinal
lesion, neurons in the lesion projection zone (which have lost
their external input) start to connect with active neurons at
the border of the zone (Keck et al., 2008). In network models,
this dynamics can only be seen if for small neuronal activations
basically new dendritic spines are formed and axonal boutons
are pruned (Butz and van Ooyen, 2013; Butz et al., 2014a). In
contrast, if for small activities boutons are formed and spines
are deleted, the system still reaches homeostasis, but the neurons
in the lesion projection zone predominantly connect with each
other and, thus, the whole zone decouples from the rest of the
network (Butz and van Ooyen, 2013; Butz et al., 2014a).
Further predictions from these models are, for instance, that
similar effects arise in networks with lesions after stroke (Butz
et al., 2009, 2014a). Neurons affected by the deafferentiation
(nearby the lesion zone) have problems in regaining their
activity-homeostasis when the rest of the network is in
homeostasis. This problem can be solved if, after stroke, the
neurons, which are still in homeostasis, receive an external
stimulation to trigger homeostatic structural plasticity and, thus,
encourage rewiring. After this stimulation the whole network has
reached homeostasis (Butz et al., 2009). Thus, studying the effects
of structural plasticity also helps to gain insights in new potential
medical treatments.
Models of the Interaction of Hebbian and
Homeostatic Structural Plasticity
So far only a few models investigated the interaction between
Hebbian and homeostatic structural plasticity (Levy and
Desmond, 1985; Adelsberger-Mangan and Levy, 1993, 1994;
Levy, 2004; Thomas et al., 2015). Basically, these models
include weight-dependent synapse removal (Hebbian structural
plasticity) with an activity-dependent synapse formation
(homeostatic structural plasticity). The combination of these
processes in a feed-forward network optimizes the information
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transfer from input to output layer and also supports the
separation of information in the output layer while keeping the
homeostasis (Adelsberger-Mangan and Levy, 1993, 1994). As
already seen in developmental models, also in the combined
models the assumption of different dynamics for axons and
dendrites in homeostatic structural plasticity increases the
overall performance of the network (Adelsberger-Mangan and
Levy, 1994). In other words, this combination of Hebbian and
homeostatic structural plasticity provides an unsupervised
way to transfer, compress, and store information (Hebbian
structural plasticity) in an energy efficient representation, i.e.,
with a low number of needed neurons and low firing rates
(homeostatic structural plasticity). Along this line, each post-
synaptic neuron becomes selective or tuned to a specific input
pattern. The number of neurons tuned to one pattern grows
with the occurrence of this pattern (Thomas et al., 2015). This
could, in principle, be a solution to the problem of memory
allocation or rather allocation of inputs to specific groups of
neurons in the brain (Rogerson et al., 2014; Tetzlaff et al., 2015).
These results provide first insights into the complex dynamics
resulting from the interaction between Hebbian and homeostatic
structural plasticity. However, further theoretical investigations
are needed.
CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
In this review, we showed that structural plasticity can be
classified into two categories (for a schematic summary, see
Figure 2; italic and bold fonts indicate key references for
experimental and theoretical studies respectively): (i) Hebbian
structural plasticity leads to an increase (decrease) of the
number or density of dendritic spines and contacts with axonal
boutons during phases of high (low) activity (Figure 2, first
column, orange). (ii) When these alterations in activity persist,
homeostatic structural plasticity balances these changes by
removing (adding new) synapses (Figure 2, second column,
orange) and, after days, even by retracting (growing out) the
dendrites themselves (Figure 2, second column, green).
In addition, we showed that there is a strong interaction
between structural plasticity and synaptic plasticity. Both
FIGURE 2 | Schematic overview of the literature. Rectangular boxes: The different effects of activity-dependent plasticity for high activity (upper row) and low
activity (lower row) in a Hebbian (first column) and a homeostatic manner (second column). Colors indicate, whether synaptic efficacies (blue), dendritic spines
(orange), or axons and dendrites (green) are affected. Names and years outside the circles indicate key experimental (italic) and theoretical (bold) studies for the
respective effect. Studies which target both activity regimes and/or plasticity types are placed in-between them.
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have been demonstrated to depend on (local) calcium levels.
Even more strikingly, the synaptic transmission efficacies
are related to the stability of the synapses. Thus, structural
plasticity and its influences on the dynamics of neural
networks can only be understood in conjunction with synaptic
plasticity.
These complex interactions and their functional implications
are best understood by theoretical models. For instance,
Hebbian structural plasticity seems to remove and create
synapses selectively. This selectivity leads to experimentally
measured local connectivities and, furthermore, enhances
memory lifetime, storage capacity, and robustness. For this,
especially the pruning of non-needed synapses plays an
important role. However, as for synaptic plasticity, these
Hebbian dynamics lead to a positive feedback between
connectivity and activity and, thus, to increasing neuronal
activities. Thus, also structural plasticity requires a homeostatic
process regulating activities back to an intermediate level.
Accordingly, theoretical studies show that homeostatic
structural plasticity organizes the connectivity of the network to
maintain network stability. The combination of Hebbian and
homeostatic structural plasticity preserves and improves network
functions, as memory storage and input discrimination, and,
in parallel, stabilizes the global dynamics in a resource efficient
manner.
Still there are many open questions summarized in the
following. On the experimental side, it is, for example, still
unclear whether the increased number of spines after LTP-
inducing stimuli results from increased stabilization or from an
increased spine formation. Also, the relation between structural
and synaptic plasticity is still not completely understood.
Along these lines, especially the relation between homeostatic
structural plasticity and synaptic scaling has not been completely
unraveled yet.
Furthermore, we argued that the interaction of Hebbian and
homeostatic structural plasticity will lead to a transient increase
(decrease) of, e.g., the number of spines in a system which
undergoes prolonged phases of enhanced (decreased) activity.
Such transient increases are observed in experiments. However,
experimental investigations, whether the dynamics occur due
to this interaction, are still missing. In general, the interaction
of Hebbian and homeostatic processes in the same system
is difficult to tackle and has been addressed only by a few
studies.
Accordingly, also most of the theoretical studies have focused
on either Hebbian or homeostatic structural plasticity. The
interaction of bothmechanisms, especially in recurrent networks,
is widely unknown. Moreover, theoretical studies are often
restricted to either reproducing biological data or investigating
functional consequences of structural plasticity. Therefore, more
studies are needed to link experimentally obtained connectivity
features to functional predictions.
The here reviewed theoretical models mostly considered
point-neurons. However, the actual position or location of a
synapse on the dendritic tree strongly influences the details of
synaptic plasticity (Sjöström andHäusser, 2006). In addition, also
neighborly relations between synapses influence via, for instance,
calcium currents synaptic plasticity (Oh et al., 2015). Obviously,
due to the interactions between synaptic and structural plasticity,
these local influences on synaptic plasticity also affect structural
plasticity. On the other side, structural plasticity might select
synapses with certain synaptic plasticity rules and remove others.
Thereby, structural plasticity could act as a metaplasticity-like
process (Abraham, 2008) which adds another level of complexity
to the interaction of the different plasticities.
Taken together, we already have a decent understanding of the
basicmechanisms governingHebbian and homeostatic structural
changes. Yet, their interaction with each other and with synaptic
plasticity, as well as their functional relevance, still leave many
open questions.
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